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Observation of Aharonov-Bohm Effect by Electron Holography
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In this experiment, an electron- and optical-holographic technique is employed with
small toroidal ferromagnets each forming a magnetic-Qux closure. The holographic in-
terferometry proves that a phase difference between two electron beams having passed
through the field-free regions agrees well with the fundamental relation known as the
Aharonov-Bohm effect. It is also confirmed from the same hologram that Qux leakage
from the toroids does not affect the conclusion.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 41.80.M, 42.40.Mg

The existence of the Aharonov-Bohm effect'
(AB effect) has recently been questioned by
Bocchieri e f al. ' and Roy. ' The AB effect states
that a phase difference between two electron
beams is produced proportional to the enclosed
magnetic flux, even if they never touch the mag-
netic field. Bocchieri et al. asserted that the
AB effect is purely of msthematical origin. Ex-
periments in the past' were also questioned from
the standpoint that electrons were affected by in-
evitable leakage magnetic fields from finite
whiskers or solenoids used in these experiments. 4

Although these assertions have since then been
disputed theoretically by many authors, ' the con-
troversy has still not fully abated. '

Our experiment employs electron holography. '
In order to avoid the questioned leakage effects, '
tiny toroidal magnets' were used instead of
whiskers or solenoids to make complete flux cir-
cuits. Furthermore, a new method of holograph-
ic interference microscopy" was employed, both
to obtain contour maps of the electron phase and
to detect quantitatively the amount of leakage that
might have, by some chance, come from the mag-

I

nets.
The toroidal magnets were prepared in the fol-

lowing way. Permalloy thin films (80%¹ and
20% Fe) were prepared by vacuum evaporation.
The substrate was a glass plate covered with an
evaporated thin film of NaC1. Permalloy toroids
of various sizes were formed by means of elec-
tron-beam lithography. These toroids were
floated off on a water surface, and applied to
thin carbon films approximately 100 A thick.

An electron-microscopic image and an under-
focused Lorentz micrograph of such a toroidal
magnet are shown in Figs. l(a) and l(b). The
Lorentz micrograph shows that magnetization is
closed within the magnet. This is the case with
most toroids presumably as a result of the shape
effect.

Off-axis electron homograms of the toroidal
magnets were formed in a 100-kV field-emission
electron microscope. " The schematic diagram
for hologram formation is shown in Fig. 2. A

toroidal magnet was illuminated with a colli-
mated electron beam. Its demagnified image
(magnification- —,') was formed through both ob-
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FIQ. 1. Toro magidal net. (a) Electron-microscopic
image. (b} Lorentz micrograph.
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ed in the optica, lReconstruction was performe in e
F g 3. A collimated lasersystem shown in ig.

beam from a e- eH -N laser was split into two
beams by beam sp i er1'tt A.. One beam illuminated
the elec ron ot n hologram to reconstruct the image,
which was focused again by lenses E an on

other beam (compari-the observation plane. The other
son beam) from the splitter was superposed on

m the interferencethe observation plane to form e in
Th advantage of the holography tech-image. e a
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amplified interference images. "

Interf erence microgrgraphs for the toroidal mag-
net (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 4. The pThe hase con-
tour map of an e ec ron1 t beam transmitted through
a ma net, shown in ig.F' 4(a) was obtained with
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FIG. 4. Interference micrographs of the toroidal magnet shown in Fig. 1. (a) Contour map of electron phase.
(b) Interferogram of electron phase. (c) Schematic form of the wave front.

various toroidal sizes.
These experimental results verify the existence

of the AB effect. Quantitative agreement" is
achieved with the fundamental AB effect relation.

Leakage-field effects were confined to be suffi-
ciently small in the cases of Figs. 4 and 5. Con-
tour lines in interference micrographs were
verified to follow magnetic lines of force as
viewed along the direction of the electron beam. "
Theref ore, contour lines must exit from the
toroid if magnetic fields are leaking from the
magnet. An example of field leakage is shown in
Fig. 6. Leakage fields do not show up in the
Lorentz micrograph, Fig. 6(a), but can be clear-
ly observed in the interference micrograph,
Fig. 6(b). The magnetic flux between two adja-
cent contour lines is equal to a constant, h/e,
irrespective of electron energy. It can be con-
cluded from the contour maps shown in Figs.
4(a) and 5(a) that the leakage flux was less than
h/e and that the resultant phase change is too
small to conceal the AB effect.

In this experimental arrangement, the electron
beam partly touched and even penetrated the mag-
net. This point is open to criticisms, but our
argument for this is as follows. In the present

experiment, the shape of a magnetic sample is
reproduced as a clear image on the interfero-
gram. Consequently, the part of the beam trans-
mitted through the magnetic flux in the sample
does not contribute to points outside the sample
image. The beams reaching these points must
have felt only the magnetic vector potential, if
any.

It was for the measurement of the phase differ-
ence by tracing the interference fringes that the
penetrable toroidal magnets were adopted in our
experiment. This is an advantage of our experi-
ment over former experiments. ' If the fringes
on the images of the toroids are not observed,
the phase difference is determined by only a
fraction of a wavelength unit. "

The different electron energy causes an ap-
preciable change in electron penetrability, but
no change in phase difference. This fact was
confirmed at 80, 100, and 125 kV. If there were
an essential difference between an absolutely
inaccessible field and a negligibly accessible
field, ' then the AB effect could be neither con-
firmed nor denied experimentally.

Regardless of the strength of penetrability,
our experimental results of the interference

FIG. 5. Interference micrographs of magnet having a magnetization direction opposite to that in Fig. 4. (a) Con-
tour map. (b) Interferogram. (c) Schematic form of the wave front.
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FIG. 6. Example of leakage magnetic fields. (a) Lo-
rentm micrograph. (b) Interference micrograph. {Phase
amplification by factor two. )

pattern, e.g. , Fig. 4(b), can be fully explained
with the Stokes vector potential. This cannot be
expected if vector potential is zero everywhere
outside the toroid, as Bocchieri et al. proposed
in case of a solenoid. '
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